travel information

Start: Main Station Leipzig
Willy-Brandt-Platz 7
04109 Leipzig

By foot:
1. Go northwest, cross ‘Kurt-Schumacher-Straße’ - (260 m)
2. Turn left onto ‘Am Hallischen Tor’ - (170 m)
3. Turn right onto ‘Brühl’ - (280 m)
4. Turn left onto ‘Große Fleischergasse’
5. After 280m becomes ‘Dittrichring’ (Subway on your left)
6. Follow ‘Dittrichring’ about 140m.
7. At ‘Dittrichring’/‘Gottschedstraße’-crossroad change side of street and walk another 110m.
8. The faculty of educational science is located on the right side.

ADVICE: If you can’t find the faculty building, please enquire about the ‘Thomaskirche’. The faculty of educational science is the new concrete building opposite the ‘Thomaskirche’ (St. Thomas Church).

Public Transport:
Take tram line 9 (to Markkleeberg-West). The station is located near the west entrance of Leipzig Main Station (‘Kurt-Schumacher-Straße’). Get off at ‘Thomaskirche’ (2 stations). The faculty of educational science is located on the right side.

Destination: Universität Leipzig
Erziehungswissenschaftliche Fakultät
Dittrichring 5-7
04109 Leipzig

Airport Leipzig/Halle - Main Station Leipzig
Please, take the inter-city-train or the regional-express-train to ‘Leipzig Hbf’ (Leipzig Main Station) and get off at the first/second station (last stop). The train departs every one hour and the travel time amounts to 12/15 minutes.
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